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Wednesday 28th June 2017 at  
Trangie Agricultural Research Centre
Are you interested in gaining practical knowledge 
about the application of the latest precision agriculture 
technology on your farm? 

Tocal College is hosting a precision agronomy field day at Trangie Agricultural 
Research Centre on Wednesday 28th June, which will give you the opportunity 
to see this technology in action and hear direct from industry leading 
consultants, machinery and software suppliers. 

The day is for growers and consultants looking at what’s involved in the next 
step of precision agronomy. You'll also get an introduction to the training Tocal 
College is offering in the area of Precision Agronomy.  

You will see the latest technologies demonstrated in the field, and see 
first-hand the application and the benefits you can expect to see from 
these tools in your business. 

You will also have the chance to ask questions about the application of precision 
agronomy and ask leaders in the field what would work on your farm. 

If you’re interested in learning more in the area of Precision Ag  
this FREE field day is the right place to start.

Lunch and refreshments will be provided on the day, pre-registration is required.

FIELD DAY



Program 

0900  Arrive, Sign in, Bacon & Egg Rolls

0930 
  

Introduction from Tocal College, including what’s involved with Tocal’s 
Precision agronomy program and how you can benefit from this training.

Cotton Growers Services is the leader in the field when it comes to 
managing farm data. Hear from a CGS Precision Ag Consultant, identifying 
how to utilise data that is valuable to your operation and let it improve your 
bottom line through a VR prescription. 

See first-hand Marshall Multispread load a prescription file to the spreader 
generated by CGS. Marshall will be demonstrating their new MDC (Multi-
Door-Controller) controller and app, as well as tips on how to calibrate 
your spreader this season.

Leaders in this area talking on 
how to get the most out of your 
sprayer this season, including 
nozzle selection, sprayer set 
up and product selection—
minimising off-target sprays.

1200 Free Rotary Lunch

1230
Getting the 
most out of 
your product, 
nozzles and 
sprayers 
this season, 
hearing direct 
from leaders in 
this area

Croplands have combined WEEDit Optical Spot Spraying Technology, with 
their own specifically engineered contour following boom and an easy-to-
use in-cab monitor for the smartest, most efficient broadacre application 
system in the market today. WEEDit’s auto-calibration ensures optimum 
performance is maintained, even in the most challenging conditions.

Ruralco is proud to be exclusively bringing PrecisionHawk to Australia, an 
internationally renowned commercial drone and data analysis innovator. 
PrecisionHawk’s data management and analytics platform, DataMapper 
provides our state-of-the-art, advanced technology to discover better, 
faster insights about their farms using safe drone technology.

Adrian Roles and Mark Pawsey will be running through the processes of 
implementing a precision agriculture program at a paddock level. From 
data collection to data processing, analytics, and utilising technology to 
strategically manage your inputs—and everything else in between

1530 Ride and Drive 

Co-operators will be open to discussion 
and give you the opportunity to operate 
some of this equipment first hand  


